Tumor cells are malignant derivatives of normal cells. There are characteristic differences in the mechanophysical properties of normal and tumor cells, and these differences stem from the changes that occur in the cell cytoskeleton during cancer progression. There is a need for viable whole blood processing techniques for rapid and reliable tumor cell detection that do not require tagging. Micropore biosensors have previously been used to differentiate tumor cells from normal cells and we have used a micropore-based electromechanical transducer to differentiate one type of tumor cells from the other types. This device generated electrical signals that were characteristic of the cell properties. Three non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cell lines, NCl-H1155, A549 and NCI-H460, were successfully differentiated. NCI-H1155, due to their comparatively smaller size, were found to be the quickest in translocating through the micropore. Their translocation through a 15 μm micropore caused electrical pulses with an average translocation time of 101±9.4 μs and an average peak amplitude of 3.71±0.42 μA, whereas translocation of A549 and NCI-H460 caused pulses with average translocation times of 126±17.9 μs and 148±13.7 μs and average peak amplitudes of 4.58±0.61 μA and 5.27±0.66 μA, respectively. This transformation of the differences in cell properties into differences in the electrical profiles (i.e. the differences in peak amplitudes and translocation times) with this electromechanical transducer is a quantitative way to differentiate these lung cancer cells. The solid-state micropore device processed whole biological samples without any pre-processing requirements and is thus ideal for point-of-care applications.
Introduction
The efficacy of cancer treatments largely depends on the extent to which the tumor spreads [1, 2] . Detecting the tumor in the early stages makes treatment much easier and also elevates the chances of recovery [3] [4] [5] . There are various transformations that happen at the molecular and cellular levels before a cancer matures and appears at the tissue and organ levels [2, 3] . It has been reported that the cytoskeletons of cells characteristically alter during cancer transformations [6] [7] [8] [9] . The cytoskeleton of a cell is a complex polymer network that defines the molecular architecture of cells and is involved in many cellular functions. It evolves during the differentiation of cells [10, 11] . The mechanical properties and morphologies of cells depend on the cytoskeleton, and thus, any change in the cytoskeleton affects the mechanical properties of the cells. The mechanical properties of individual living cells are closely related to the health and function of the human body [3, 6, 12] . Cancer inception and progression can be related to changes in the cell cytoskeleton. Continuous monitoring and tracking of cell cytoskeleton modifications can give a better understanding of this disease and can make timely detection possible. During cancer progression, the cytoskeleton transforms to a more compliant and irregular state from an ordered and rigid structure [7, 12, 13] . This restructuring of the cytoskeleton makes malignant cells more motile and pliable compared with normal cells and also helps them to replicate themselves more quickly [14, 15] . Owing to these well known facts, cell elasticity, rigidity, size, shape irregularity and lower resistance to deformation (i.e. softness) have emerged as new biological cell markers to differentiate tumor cells from normal cells and also to distinguish between types of tumor cells (e.g. metastatic versus non-metastatic) [15] [16] [17] .
Micropipette aspiration (MA), microneedle probes, atomic force microscopy (AFM), microplate manipulation and optical tweezers, among other techniques, have previously been used to investigate cell mechanical properties [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Lekka et al probed the mechanical properties of normal and cancerous cells with AFM and found an order of magnitude difference in cell rigidity [14] . Ward et al have reported a 50% difference in the elasticity of malignant and normal cells using MA. All of these methods have their limitations [13, 23] , requiring labor-intensive pre-processing of the samples, specialized equipment and very well trained manpower to get the results. The results can't be obtained quickly. Probing the cell cytoskeleton directly requires fluorescent tagging [7] . There are no convenient methods to investigate mechanical properties of cells and to differentiate them on that basis. To address these challenges, an electromechanical transduction approach has been previously reported to analyse a mixed population of normal and cancer cells that simulated a biopsy sample [17, 30, 33] . Those works discriminated cancer cells from white/red blood cells and also showed that bladder cancer cells could be clearly separated from the normal urothelial cells using micropore biosensors. The micropore approach is capable of transforming these mechanical properties of individual cells into electrical signals. The micropore transducer generates unique electrical pulses for each cell type based on the mechanical properties of the individual cells. Distinct electrical pulses are obtained for cells with different physical and mechanical properties (elasticity, motility, shape, size, malignancy etc), whereas similar electrical pulses are seen for cells with the same properties.
A micropore electromechanical transducer is a resistivepulse sensor. The ionic current through the micropore changes as the cells pass through it under a mechanical force. Smaller and more elastic and motile cells can squeeze through the micropore easily and quickly whereas cells with less elasticity, motility and larger size face more resistance to their passage, and as a result spend more time in the micropore and are characterized by slow translocation. Narrow and shallower electrical pulses mark fast translocation, whereas deeper and wider pulses are characteristic of slower translocation.
A major challenge post-diagnosis is the selection of the right treatment, i.e. once tumor cells have been differentiated from the normal cells, how can it be rapidly and objectively ascertained if the tumor is an adenocarcinoma or a squamous carcinoma. Another major question would be to determine whether the cells are from a metastatic or non-metastatic tumor. This work focuses on these challenges, as about 85%-90% of lung cancers are NSCLCs [24] . There are three subtypes of NSCLC cells: squamous cell (epidermoid) carcinoma, adenocarcinoma and large cell (undifferentiated) carcinoma [24] [25] [26] . About 25%-30% of all lung cancers are squamous cell carcinomas, 40% are adenocarcinomas and about 10%-15% are large cell carcinomas [24] . The cells of these subtypes differ in size, shape and chemical make-up when observed optically. Experiments with micropore translocation differentiated NSCLC cell lines A549, NCI-H460 and NCI-H1155. NCI-H1155 and NCI-H460 are large cell lung cancer subtypes and A549 is an adenocarcinoma subtype of NSCLC [25] . The device successfully enumerated more than 75% of cells for each cell type and generated unique electrical profiles for each of these based on their unique mechanophysical properties.
Materials and methods

Micropore device fabrication
The micropore membrane that is the backbone of the device is fabricated using microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) fabrication techniques. A double-side polished (DSP), silicon wafer of (100) crystallographic orientation is used to create the device. The DSP wafer is first cleaned in a piranha solution (H 2 SO 4 :H 2 O 2 at 1:1) and then oxidized in a oxygen environment in a three-zone furnace at 1100°C. Exposing the wafer to such an ambient environment yields a 1 μm thick oxide layer on both sides of the wafer. A reflectometer is used to determine the exact thickness of the oxide layer.
After this, the wafer is prepared for photolithography by first cleaning it in the piranha solution for 10 min. Then the wafer is dried using dry nitrogen and dehydrated on a hot plate at 150°C. Shipley 1813 positive photoresist is spincoated on both sides of the DSP wafer, which is then processed under UV light with a dark field mask that transfers the pattern of the etch windows on to the wafer. Then an MF319 developer is used to develop the transferred pattern. Buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF) is used to etch away the oxide and transfer the square window patterns in the oxide and reveal the bare silicon underneath. After this, acetone is used to remove the remaining resist from both sides of the wafer.
The wafer is then immersed in a 25% tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) solution at 90°C with steady stirring at 200 rpm. TMAH is an anisotropic etchant of silicon and etches with high selectivity into the (100) face of the silicon at a rate of about 1 μm min −1 [27] . As the wafer is 525 μm thick it takes about 10 h for the etching of the (100) layer to reach the back side and reveal the 1 μm thick SiO 2 membranes on the other side of the wafer. The fabrication steps are shown in detail in figure 1 . The wafer is then cut into 5×5 mm 2 individual chips, each of which has an SiO 2 membrane. The chips are then processed under a focused ion beam (FIB) to drill the freestanding SiO 2 membrane, which creates a single micropore of about 15 μm in diameter in each chip. An acceleration voltage of 30 kV and beam current of 1 nA are used for 200 s to fabricate the 15 μm diameter micropore. By varying the exposure time, beam current and acceleration voltage, micropores of 1-50 μm can be fabricated [17, [28] [29] [30] . After drilling, each chip is annealed at a high temperature for a few seconds to smoothen the walls of the micropore and to relieve stresses in the oxide membranes that could cause cracking during the experiments [28] .
Measurement setup
The micropore chip was sandwiched between polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) gaskets, which were further sandwiched between two Teflon blocks. The Teflon blocks contained the buffer solution (0.85 wt% NaCl). The assembly ensured that during the experiments the only translocation path was through the micropore, and the solution did not leak through or around the assembly. The PDMS gaskets and the Teflon blocks had 1 mm holes. The micropore chips were placed inside the gaskets in such a way that all of the holes in the Teflon blocks and gaskets were aligned with the micropore membrane (figure 2).
Voltage bias and ionic current recordings were done through an Ag/AgCl electrode pair. One electrode was dipped in each reservoir and these were connected to the data acquisition cards in a computer. After this, the cells were pumped into the inlet reservoir using a syringe pump. When a cell passed through the micropore, it physically blocked the micropore for a certain period of time, leading to a change in the conductivity of the micropore. This conductivity is measured by the relation G=σπr 2 /L, where σ is the conductivity of the NaCl solution, r is the micropore radius and L is the channel length/membrane thickness. When the cell physically blocked the micropore, its effective radius was reduced; leading to a reduction in the ionic current passing though the micropore. The data acquisition cards relayed the information to a LabView program that was used to collect and store the experimental data. The acquired data was analysed with MATLAB routines [31] .
Lung cancer cell line cultures
The three NSCLC cell lines (A549, NCI-H460 and NCI-H1155) were obtained from the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas in Texas, USA. These cells were maintained as per the standard approved protocols. The cells were cultured in an RPMI-1640 medium with 10% heatinactivated fetal bovine serum. Gentamycin and L-glutamine (Invitrogen) were also added to the cell culture medium. The cells were cultured under a sterile, humidified, 95% air:5% CO 2 environment at 37°C.
Measurement of lung cancer cell diameter
The three lung cancer cell lines were dissociated with Trypsin-EDTA (0.05%) and seeded on a hemocytometer to measure the cell diameters. The dissociated cancer cells were imaged (n=30 for each cell line) and their diameters were measured by ImageJ software. For statistical analysis, the averages and the standard deviations were calculated and ANOVA was carried out.
Lung cancer cell migration through tightly confined microchannels
To investigate the mechanical and elastic differences among the three different lung cancer cell types, cell migration via tightly confined microchannels was quantified. The lung cancer cells were separately seeded (10 000 cells per device, n=20 for each cell type) in the microchannel device described in [32] . c)-(e) ). All devices were coated with Collagen type 1 overnight at 37°C. The microchannel devices were incubated at 37°C and 5% CO 2 , and the cells were allowed to migrate through microchannels for 7 days. After 7 days, the cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in 1× phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and stained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). The cells that had migrated from the microchannels into the receiving reservoirs were then counted with a fluorescent microscope. For statistical analysis, the average and the standard deviation were calculated and a t-test was carried out.
Results
Cell detection efficiency
For each lung cancer cell line, a sample with a known concentration was translocated through the micropore chip. The process was repeated twice. Each cell registered one pulse when it translocated. The efficiency of cell registration was calculated from the recorded pulses as:
No. of single cell pulses detected Total number of cells introduced 100
( ) h
=T he detection efficiency η for each cell type was greater than ∼75% for a flow rate of 1 ml h −1 and a 0.2 MHz sampling frequency. Cell detection efficiency is a strong function of the sampling frequency and cell flow rate. This combination of flow rate and sampling frequency was chosen after a series of experiments as this gave highest detection efficiency. Using a very high flow rate deteriorated device selectivity. On the other hand, if the flow rate was too low or if the sampling frequency was too high or too low then the device lost sensitivity [33] . Trade-offs between the device sensitivity, selectivity and throughput are essential to decide the flow rate and sampling frequency.
High detection efficiency is a much needed property for this technology. During the initial stages of cancer, the number of tumor cells is extremely low in the lesion [25, 34, 35] . If the device is not sensitive enough, the detection efficiency will be low resulting in false negatives. A detection efficiency of 75% indicates that 25% of the cells were either clumped together or were too small for registration. Pulses with multiple spikes were from cell clumps and were discarded during the analysis. This caused a reduction in the cell detection efficiency. The device was thus sensitive enough to register all pulses for almost all of the cells that translocated through the micropore. Cell clumping is also a property of metastatic cells. A single spike thus indicated the presence of a single cell inside the micropore and multiple spikes showed that there were multiple cells traversing the micropore simultaneously [17] .
About one clogging event occurred for roughly every ten experiments. This required the device to be disassembled and the micropore washed. Cell clumps were also observed, and these were the major cause of reductions in the device detection efficiency. To solve these issues, i.e. cell clustering and pore clogging, chemical agents could be used to break the epithelial cellular adhesion molecule (EpCAM). This would break clumps into single cells and would avoid any cell clustering or pore clogging, but would add a sample preprocessing step to the protocol. However, even without this additional sample pre-processing, a cell detection efficiency of ∼75% was achieved. 
Electrical signatures of the lung cancer cells
The cancer cells were suspended in an NaCl buffer solution at a concentration of 1000 cells ml −1 . Each vial was thoroughly shaken to suspend the cells homogenously in the buffer. The three cell suspensions were then pumped through the micropore, one by one, with the aid of a syringe pump for 40-60 min. While translocating through the micropore, each type of cell caused significant blockage to the ionic current flow and that reduction in ionic current was recorded as dips in the baseline current of the micropore.
After data acquisition for all three NSCLC cell lines, the recorded pulses were analysed. First, the pulse statistics (pulse width and amplitude values) were extracted using a MATLAB routine and then statistical analysis of the data was done by an ANOVA test. The test confirmed that there were three different populations of data. Each data cluster was associated with a particular cell type. These populations are plotted in figure 4 . Each cell type shows a unique cluster that is different from the cluster recorded for the other two cell lines. The signature pulses of each cell type are shown in figure 5 . The unique characteristics of the electrical pulses were their peak amplitudes and pulse widths (table 1). Pulses registered for NCI-H1155 had an average peak amplitude of 3.71 μA (s.d. 0.42) and an average pulse width of 101 μs (s.d. 9.4), for A549 the average peak amplitude was 4.58 μA (s.d. 0.61) and the average pulse width was 126 μs (s.d. 17.9) and for NCI-H460 the average peak amplitude and the average pulse width were 5.27 μA (s.d. 0.66) and 148 μs (s.d. 13.7), respectively.
Cell quantification from a mixed lung cancer cell suspension
After identifying the electronic signatures of each lung cancer cell type, two separate mixtures were prepared and processed through the micropore one by one. In the first mixture, 5000 cells of each cell type were suspended in 10 ml NaCl solution (total 15 000 cells). In the second mixture, different numbers of cells of each cell type were suspended in 10 ml NaCl. This mixture contained 1000 cells of NCI-H1155, 5000 cells of A549 and 10 000 cells of NCI-H460. So the final mixture had a total of 16 000 cells in 10 ml of solution with NCI-H1155, A549 and NCI-H460 in a 1:5:10 ratio. Each mixture was processed through a 15 μm micropore for 40-60 min.
For each suspension the cell detection efficiency was >∼75%. The registered pulses associated with a particular cell line were counted to determine the number of cells of that cell line present in each mixture. The pulse count obtained from the acquired data was found to be close to the known numbers of the introduced cells in the suspension for each cell type. The registered pulses for mixtures 1 (1:1:1) and 2 (1:5:10) are shown in figures 6(a) and (b) respectively, for a period of 1 s. Three different types of pulses can be readily identified in these representative samples. For the mixed suspension with equal concentrations of three lung cancer cell types, the representative sample of 1 s contained 8 pulses that had the features of NCI-H1155 and 6 pulses each with the features of A549 and NCI-H460 ( figure 6(a) ). The representative sample for the mixed suspension of unequal concentrations (1:5:10) shows 2 pulses with the features of NCI-H1155, 6 pulses with the characteristics of A549 and 13 pulses with NCI-H460 features ( figure 6(b) ).
The scatter plots in figures 6(c) and (d) show the density populations of the pulses obtained from the translocation of mixture 1 and mixture 2, respectively. In both plots there are three distinct populations that indicate the presence of three different types of cells in each mixture. In the first scatter plot ( figure 6(c) ) the three distinct populations have similar densities, which confirms that the three types of cells present in the mixture have same concentration, whereas the second scatter plot ( figure 6(d) ) shows that the three types of cells present in the mixture are not at the same concentrations, as expected in figure 6(c) , the left lower data points belong to NCI-H1144, the center cluster depict A549 cells and the right top data indicate NIH-H460 cells. These experiments clearly show that the different types of NSCLC cells present in a sample were detected, as well as quantified, with this technology. This differentiation stemmed from their unique mechanophysical properties.
The average cell diameters of A549 and NCI-H460 are about the same, whereas NCI-H1155 is significantly smaller ( figure 3(a) ). To elucidate the elastic-deformability properties of these cells that resulted in the translocation differences, another set of experiments was done with tapered microchannels. The microchannels provided gradually reducing constrictions to the migration of cells. Significantly higher numbers of A549 and NCI-H460 cells completely migrated to the receiving reservoir via the tightly confined microchannels as compared to NCI-H1155 (figures 3(b)-(e)). Higher numbers of A549 cells migrated via the microchannels as compared to NCI-H460 cells, but there was no statistical difference between them. All three cell lines migrated toward the opening of the microchannels (20×5 μm 2 ), but NCI-H1155 cells could not migrate via the ending of the tapered microchannels (5×5 μm 2 ), despite these were smaller in diameter.
Discussion
To differentiate one type of tumor cell from another using micropore technology, it is necessary that both types of cells are different in their physical, mechanical and molecular properties. This difference is inherent in tumor cells as the cell cytoskeleton is affected during cancer and as a result the cell properties are modified [3, 7, 20, 36, 37] . Depending on the stage and type of cancer, the transformations are much more evident, ultimately leading to clear differences in the cell attributes. As micropore electromechanical transduction is highly sensitive to these differences and hence quantifiably differentiates tumor cells, this technique can be used to determine the stage and type of a cancer, which are very important in cancer diagnosis and treatment [5, 38] . The three subtypes of NSCLC are different from each other in their cell attributes [24, 39] . Although A549 and NCI-H460 have almost the same cell size, as shown in figure 3 , they differ in other cell characteristics such as elasticity and flexibility. On the other hand, small-sized NCI-H1155 cells faced much less steric hindrance from the micropore walls [33] , and were able to translocate easily through the micropore. Between A549 and NCI-H460, the longer translocation time and higher peak amplitude of the pulses for the latter indicate that it is less deformable and dynamic compared to A549, and this is exactly what we observed from the cell migration behavior of both types of tumor cells through the tapered microchannels (figure 3). Many more A549 cells migrated from one side of the microchannel to the other side than NCI-H460 cells. This directly supports the strength of the micropore approach for cancer-sensing capability. Among the three tumor cell types, the smallest number of NCI-H1155 cells were able to migrate from one side of the tapered microchannel to the other. The fast translocation of NCI-H1155 cells from the micropore device and their cell migration behavior through the tapered microchannel at first seem to be contradictory results, but this is not the case as among the three cell types NCI-H1155 is the smallest in size. Owing to this, despite being less dynamic and elastic, as seen in the tapered channel migration experiment, they were able to translocate through the micropore easily and quickly. So size is the dominant factor and a prime contributor to the translocation profile through the micropore, and cell elasticity, flexibility, cell shape and motility, etc only become important when the cell size is same for the translocating species.
A very important point to note here is that the cells must interact with the micropore walls to be discriminated on the basis of elasticity and flexibility. That is why this device had a pore size close to the size of A549 and NCI-H460. For discrimination between smaller cells, smaller micropores would be needed. The system cannot discriminate between cells that do not have to deform or squeeze through in order to pass through the pore. This device cannot discriminate between cell types that have different elasticities and flexibilities but are of the same size unless the pore size is comparable to the cell size. Keeping the micropore size comparable to the cell size is key to discriminating cells based on their elasticity/flexibility.
Conclusions
This electromechanical approach to detect and quantify NSCLC cells in a sample from a cancer patient using a micropore device is simple yet very efficient. Discriminating different types of tumor cells is a major step in disease diagnosis and treatment. The micropore approach can translate the differences in tumor cell properties into differences in electrical signals that can easily be interpreted. A patient's sample can be analysed with this device without any preprocessing requirements and without the need for fluorescent tagging or particle/bead attachment. The required results can be obtained within few hours, making it a suitable choice for point-of-care diagnostic applications.
